ABOUT US
Founded by Paul G. Williams in 1958 as U.S. Tool Grinding, Inc., the company was later renamed US Tool Group and is known in the industry as simply US Tool. Today, US Tool employs nearly 1000 dedicated professionals in facilities across North America.

Our steady growth over our 60 year history is the result of three principle factors:

Employee Resources – US Tool maintains a healthy work environment with our competitive performance/skill based pay structure. A strong work ethic, pride in our communities and a profit sharing and employee bonus program attribute to high employee satisfaction and company pride.

Technical Capability – Special fixtures, equipment and machinery designed and built by our engineering and maintenance departments continue to enhance our production capabilities. Combined with our impressive information technology capabilities and facility leadership team, US Tool has created an atmosphere where lean practices and continuous improvement are our focus.

Perpetual Value – Providing a reground cutting tool that performs to the specifications of a new tool for a fraction of the cost is always a smart decision. No one performs this service better than US Tool.

By listening to our customers’ needs and responding quickly and directly to changes in the industry, US Tool will continue to grow as we provide the highly specialized service to recondition our customers’ cutting tools.

Regional Operation Centers:
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX
Los Angeles, CA
Manchester, NH
Mobile, AL
Montreal, QC
Newport News, VA
Palmdale, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
Savannah, GA
Wichita, KS

Corporate Office & Manufacturing Center
2000 Progress Drive
Farmington, MO 63640
800.222.1771
573.431.3856
Fax 573.431.6855

www.ustg.net
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OUR LARGE VOLUME ALLOWS EACH OPERATOR TO SPECIALIZE IN CERTAIN TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.

CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE ALLOWS US TO CONSOLIDATE GRINDING OPERATIONS AND PASS THESE SAVINGS ON TO YOU.

CUTTING TOOL RECONDITIONING — SIMPLE. SUSTAINABLE. SMART.

COST-EFFECTIVE
At US Tool Group, we recondition more than a half million drills and cutting tools each week. This high volume allows us to amortize setup, operator training and specialized equipment costs, producing savings that are passed on to you.

QUALITY
Our skilled operators use precision machinery to satisfy each customer’s specific requirements. The use of SPC disciplines and state-of-the-art inspection equipment guarantees a consistent, high-quality product on every order.

YOU PROVIDE . . .
Dull, dirty drills and cutting tools. Simply toss them into our boxes.

A unique ticketing procedure ensures that the tools you send us are the same tools you receive.

OUR UNIQUE PROCESS IS WHAT MAKES US TOOL THE LARGEST CUTTING TOOL RECONDITIONING PROVIDER IN NORTH AMERICA.

Your tools are sorted, cleaned and prepared for reconditioning to your specifications. Customized software allows us to consolidate grinding operations and pass these savings on to you.

CNC equipment, both commercially purchased and designed and built in-house, regrinds a wide variety of tools to exacting tolerances.

YOU PROVIDE . . .
Dull, dirty drills and cutting tools. Simply toss them into our boxes.

A unique ticketing procedure ensures that the tools you send us are the same tools you receive.

JUST AS YOU SPECIALIZE IN MANUFACTURING YOUR PRODUCT, US TOOL SPECIALIZES IN OURS — RECONDITIONING YOUR CUTTING TOOLS.

THE CAPABILITIES OF US TOOL INCLUDE:
- Reconditioning of drills, reamers, and mills, taps and most other types of high speed, cobalt, and carbide rotary cutting tools
- CNC regrinding and manufacturing of end mills and high-performance tools
- Manufacturing of special cutting tools for the aerospace industry featuring threaded shank and quick change adapter products
- Simple modification of tools (adding a radius, step, tang, etc.)
- Major modification of tools (changing diameter and/or other critical geometries)

CUTTING TOOL RECONDITIONING — SIMPLE. SUSTAINABLE. SMART.

US TOOL will send you an appropriately sized box for your application.

You send US TOOL your dull, unsorted tools.

US TOOL will return your tools, sharpened to perform as good as new or your money back.
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